
Saline High School
Video Production Student Contract

I _______________________________, recognize the technical sophistication and expense of 

the equipment I am being entrusted to operate in Saline High School Video Production.  I 

acknowledge that it is a privilege I share with others and that there is a shared trust among us 

all to keep the hardware, software and equipment in good operating condition.  My signature 

below constitutes my pledge that I will not damage, modify or disable the hardware, software or 

equipment in this facility, nor behave in a manner, which might lead to accidental damage to 

equipment or injury to others or me.  I further understand that it is unlawful to copy or remove 

programs, reconfigure or tamper with the settings of the computers.  I will use the computers for 

classroom work only; that does not include games, instant messaging or personal emails. 

I am aware that it is my responsibility to check the equipment entrusted to me immediately at 

the beginning and end of each class use.  I will inform the instructor of any damage or problems 

that may exist.  My signature on the line below acknowledges that if I am to check out 

equipment for overnight use, I am responsible for its return the following morning in proper 

working order.  I understand that I will be held financially responsible for any damage that I 

may cause to the hardware or equipment entrusted to my use.  I further understand that I may 

be prevented from working with the equipment if I violate my pledge and fail to abide by the 

rules and regulations governing my use of technology at Saline High School.

Image Release Form

I hereby grant Mr. Bush permission in reference to the Video Production class to use my likeness on its 
World Wide Web site or in other official school printed and video publications without further 
consideration.  I acknowledge the fact that in a video class, my image may appear in school video 
publications and projects that will also be broadcast on the class World Wide Web site and/or to the 
school body through broadcast productions.  

http://www.salineschools.com/users/bushn

Student 

Signature_______________________________________________________________

Parent 

Signature_______________________________________________________________

Date _____________________________
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